


With its three-channel concept, the DLS A5 aims to defy the 
four-channel power amplifiers. 
 
By Michael Peuckert 
 
With the amplifiers in their Ultimate series, the manufacturers of the Swedish DLS brand have hit 
the bull’s eye. The amplifiers with the designation A provide an excellent sound, top-level 
processing, peak measurements and high performance. And they also have a quite extraordinary 
amplifier in their range – the A5, “The Big Three” (950 euros), a rarely seen three-channel 
amplifier. 
 But why three channels? Ultimately, every four-channel amp already has one channel 
more, and is thus more flexible. But that’s the point: the three-channel amp has the not-to-be-
sniffed-at advantage of being designed specifically for one single application – to power a front 
system and one or more subwoofers. 
 For this reason the subwoofer channel in the A5 is on the one hand also stable to an 
impedance of 1.33 ohm, corresponding to three parallel connected 4-ohm chassis, and on the 
other hand it is especially powerful. A four-channel amplifier cannot match that. 
 As may be expected, the three-channel A5 has the cool, technical and extremely elegant 
heat sink design of the Ultimate amps in matt titanium. The signal cables have a solid contact 
with the fine, individually screwed Cinch jacks, and the power and loudspeaker cables are 
attached to the high-quality, short circuit-proof screw terminal. Another terminal controls one or 
more optional fans, which keep the A5 at the right temperature. 
 As the application of The Big Three is clearly defined, the features are designed with 
pragmatism. The main channels have at their disposal a switchable high-pass filter that can be 
regulated in the range from 50 to 150 Hz, and for the sub-channel there is an adjustable low-pass 
one between 40 and 90 Hz. A switchable subsonic filter also balances the subwoofer(s) at 
frequencies below 25 Hz. 
 The inside of this Swedish box of tricks is anything but pragmatic. As in the rest of the 
Ultimate series, high-quality operational amplifiers from Burr Brown and Analog Devices take care 
of the delicate musical signals, which are delivered by the head unit. The SMD technology of the 
structure also takes care of signal paths that are particularly short and therefore resonant. 
 As for output, eight end transistors take care of the amplification of the main channels, 
and 20 output semiconductors perform their sweaty task in the subwoofer branch. A single 
network component with a powerful transformer makes sure that the voltage is constant. 
 
Eagerly, the editors now connected the amp in the laboratory – and registered excellent readings. 
With 2 x 68 and 1 x 305 watts at 4 ohm, the A5 is excellently served. The 2-ohm reading was 
even better: here the DLS actually registered 2 x 100 and 1 x 456 watts. In addition to the 
excellent output yield, there was a high attenuation factor of around 900 in the bass range, a very 
good distortion factor of 0.009 per cent and a signal-to-noise ration of 96 dB. This ought to be 
enough to silence the last of those who doubt the three-channel concept. 
 With a neutral tone, which is particularly taut in the bass range, this Swedish model then 
lets fly in the listening room. Especially with tracks with plenty of percussion and drums, she really 
cuts loose. But whatever type of music she is given, the A5 always produces stress-free 
reproduction with gentle, almost silky high notes, which then also complement the somewhat 
harsh tweeters. Just as convincing was the mid-range, which revealed plenty of body in sonorous 
male voices and also produced the necessary volume for female voices. 
 With this impressive performance the DLS A5 does not need to give way to any four-
channel amplifier – the tone and the readings speak for themselves. 
 
Single: the single network transformer provides the DLS A5 with plenty of power (top photo). The 
fan connection (lower photo) provides the facility to connect a fan, in order to cool down this 
Swedish model if required. 
 
Good kit: the two eight-pin ICs from Burr Brown and Analog Devices take care of the input signals 
(top). Right down to the solid bridges to the loudspeaker terminals, everything is spot on (left). 



   
 
What the competitors have to offer 
 
Soundstream Human Reign 2, VRx 1.500.2 SPL, DLS A5 – despite their excellent performance, 
the three amplifiers tested here have to come to terms with the fact that there are still other amps 
in the same league – if only a few. 
 Amps that were previously hardly stereo have made the leap into the reference class. 
One such amp is the Italian Steg Master Stroke 3000 for 2,500 euros, whose features created a 
furore in the special issue autohifi High-End 2001. While the Steg is optically not as irreplaceable 
as the Soundstream Human Reign 2, the output and tone are excellent, even more so than the 
Soundstream. But that amp leads the way with its heat sink, which also gives it the overall top 
rank. 
 As a product to compare with the VRx 1.500.2 SPL, only one model comes into 
consideration: the Ground Zero GZPA 1.3000D (autohifi 4/2002). Until this issue, the class D amp 
led the ranks of mono amplifiers. At a reasonable price of 1,300 euros, the GZPA 1.3000D 
delivers 2,338 watts at 1 ohm, thus with the power to drive virtually any woofer in this world, and 
also has excellent components. But in the VRx 1.500.2 SPL, the Ground Zero has met its master. 
 Finding a direct competitor to the DLS A5 is difficult. As this Swedish model is the first 
high-quality amplifier with three channels that autohifi has put to the test, a four-channel 
comparison must suffice – the ESX Quantum 604 Xi (650 euros). The digital class X amp 
performed well in autohifi 6/2001 with its great sound, and also offered excellent performance and 
components. 
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